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Bill George (1946)

Dr Brian Willis hands over the Presidential Chain to his successor David Dickinson
Photo : Rob Mitchell
This year, the Association chose a new venue. Many will remember previous Annual Dinners,
- at Swansea University, the Banqueting Suite, St. Helen’s, the Marriott and the Dolphin ;
2010 was the ‘Year of the Dragon’. It was also the year of record attendance, with a capacity
crowd of 195 present. Sadly and unavoidably, some were turned away.
David Dickinson was installed as the new President. As a distinguished Aeronautical
Engineer, he had invited David Johnson, a former colleague, to propose the Loyal Toast,
coupled with that of the Association. Both gave fascinating accounts of their careers with
Cambrian Airways and other historic companies. Tribute was also paid to the sterling work
for the Association of David Farmer, who replied in typically humorous vein.
Principal speaker was Old Dy’vorian Clive Jenkins (1948), RIBA, who recalled with
affectionate humour, interspersed with semi-libellous anecdotes, Bryn Thomas, the Head, as
well as legendary Teachers Sam Bassett, Bryn Davies, ‘Sandy’ Morgan, ‘Budge’ Burgess and
Glan Powell.
The President closed the proceedings by announcing that the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Dr. Rowan Williams (1961), had graciously accepted the Committee’s invitation to be next
year’s President and would preside over the Dinner, to be held on Friday, 25 March, 2011,
at Swansea University. Full details will be found on Page 15.

2. The Old Dy’vorian
…from the EDITOR…

Peter Macpherson (1944)

As I sit here, at the end of a blazing early June day, recollecting its events, foremost in my
mind is the funeral of George Hounsell, which many of us attended earlier this afternoon.
A most edifying experience, graced by two moving tributes – one from the joint
celebrant, John Walters, one of his pupils, now Vicar of Pontardulais, the other from
Iorrie Mort, a longtime teaching colleague, later Treasurer of the OD’s for 40 years. They
each lent credence to the reputation and legacy of this very special man, former pupil,
teacher and Deputy Head of Dynevor.
Which offered the perfect platform upon which to launch my first editorial. You see, I
started at Dynevor on the same day in 1944 as George. In the grand scheme of things, this
may well turn out to be my greatest claim to fame!
WELCOME to TOD 17! – Croeso i TOD 17! I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I
have the first 16 issues, for which I had no responsibility! The burden of maintaining the
high standard of those journals rests lightly upon my head, for I know that its quality and
impact will be the result, not of any efforts of mine, but of your contributions and the
technical expertise of my editorial team, in particular Jim Waygood.
You’ll find special tributes to the ‘founding fathers’ of TOD, David Farmer and Dave
Tovey inside, plus lots more enjoyable articles and even some poetry! Do keep sending
in your recollections and photographs. Remember, as I hinted earlier, it’s your journal;
we’re only here to turn your copy into a manageable format.

DAVID WARNER CBE
One of the slight drawbacks of bi-annual publication is that ‘news’ - ‘per se’ – can sometimes
seem to be stale.

However, it is never too late to celebrate good news, so it gives us great pleasure to
record that Professor David Warner, Vice-Chancellor of Swansea Metropolitan
University, was awarded the CBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours in June, 2009 – ‘for
services to local and national Higher Education’. He received his award at Buckingham
Palace from Her Majesty the Queen in October last year.
This signal award is not granted lightly, so we can take it that it is recognition, not only of
the academic and managerial aspects of David Warner’s life and career, but of his
bringing Swansea Metropolitan University successfully to birth in 2009.
In addition, of course, David has consistently proved himself a friend of Dynevor and has
done much to ensure the continuance of the School name and the growth of the Old
Dy’vorian’s Association.
We offer our warm congratulations to him and our best wishes for his future work.
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APRES SKI

David Dickinson ( 1948)

One of the enjoyable features of skiing has always been the activity ‘après ski’ where one can
put aside the spills and falls of the day. And so it was in the days of the late 40’s and 50’s.
School was not just about the rigours of 9 to 4 it was also about ‘après school’.
Some that I participated in will no doubt be remembered by many. The Stamp Club, run for
years by Budgie (Mr Burgess) whose daily energy was channelled into an exchange of
stamps; sitting on these old ginger coloured mats in the corner of the lower gym next to his
room. My limited collection probably still has some of his contributions. We also learnt a lot
about geography in these weekly gatherings – where on earth is that stamp from – Budgie
knew. At the end of the club we would make our way home to show new collection additions
to our parents. As I recall, the Stamp Club was mainly subscribed to by the more junior
members of school and as one moved up through the school the Fives Tournamount became
a big after school activity. Those two courts witnessed some epic games with that hard white
ball that Graham Gregory (GG) insisted was used. None of that soft ball stuff that was used in
the morning break and lunchtime games. Clive John the Musician put his hand at great risk in
those days. Then there was Badminton a game introduced into the school by the inimitable
GG. Dynevor started my interest in Badminton which took me through University and
beyond. Everyone in the proper kit as well – you have got to look the part even if you are not
too adept at the drop shot – GG’s favourite shot.
As winter drifted into summer the Cricket Nets came into use. This is where all budding
school cricketers were under the scrutiny of W.S. Facing fast, and I mean fast, bowlers with a
cork ball onto concrete. With only pads for protection it would make today’s HSE people gasp
with horror. But it was all worth it to get a coveted colours award for cricket.
The end of the week was a massive tradition; it started at 4pm in 5D under the stewardship of
Tom Chandler. I know you are all ahead of me now; the famous Literary and Debating
Society. Definitely the latest running of all ‘après’ school events. What time is the next bus to
Ynystawe and I hope I can use my season ticket! These were wonderful meetings – social,
historical and sometimes political. I even think that it was at these meetings that ones future
political views were formed. Raymond J Williams and Einar Day spring to mind as significant
orators on these evenings. The society also indulged in inter-school debate. A debate “A
woman’s place – the kitchen sink”. I remember it well as I opposed the motion. My closing
remark, I cannot recall if successful, concluded:‘A woman’s place – the kitchen sink,
You’d better have another think,
The Ladies here will make us proud,
As we men shout in the football crowd’
What an opportunity to visit Glanmor where one could survey the entire population of
potential girl friends. I should know because like a lot of Dyvorians I married one.
I am sure there must have been other events taking place in those halcyon days but one could
only be in one place at a time at Dynevor ‘après ski’.

4. The Old Dy’vorian
THE DAY “TOD” WAS BORN!

Dave Tovey (1952)

Professor David Farmer addresses the meeting
Photograph by courtesy of the Evening Post

The day was Wednesday 24th. July 2002 and the occasion was the last farewell to the
‘Old School’ from past pupils, masters and staff who had been invited back to Dynevor
School before the doors were finally closed. The photo captures the moment when, after a
nostalgic circuit of the rooms and gymnasiums, we all assembled in the Main Hall for the
‘speeches’. The photograph captures the moment when David Farmer, in eloquent form,
is calling for a “D”, “Y”, “N”, “E”, “V”, “O”, “R” as he reminds all present of the special
place that the school holds in our affection.
Determined to grab the moment, David, then and there, proposed that the Association
should launch a bi-annual magazine along the lines of the original school magazine. The
rest is history with the first Journal being published in September of that year -David and
Bill Perrins still remember the Gestetner ink stains! David thereafter became Journal
Editor and, for the past eight years, he has ensured its existence and continuance through
his enthusiasm and leadership.

He has always sought out articles on every possible occasion and has never been
short of a seed of a suggestion to encourage potential contributors.
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I linked up with David to assist in the compilation of TOD 3 and our work together has
continued for the past six years. It has been a successful partnership that has blended
together David’s literary proficiency and my publishing skills to produce a Journal,
which, we hope, has satisfied the original parameters envisaged on that historic occasion
in 2002.
Without David’s commitment and enthusiasm, the Journal would not have achieved or
maintained its current standing within the Association. Thank you David, for a job well
done!
---------------------------------

DAVE TOVEY – the WEBMAN

Jim Waygood (1955)

In the previous article Dave Tovey refers to his involvement in the production of ‘The
Old Dyvorian’. We must follow this up.
At the July 2002 assembly, Dave decided that he would use his expertise to launch the
Old Dyvorian website ( http://dynevorrevisited.co.uk ). He set about photographing the
school buildings and classrooms as they were after the closure and gathering as much of
the history and information about the Old School as possible for the website. During the
renovation and the redefining of the old school, numerous photographic reports were
published of the progress and final completion of the project. These can all be viewed on
the website which is now a voluminous record of all things ‘ Old Dyvorian’.
Dave joined David Farmer on TOD 3 when Dave offered his publishing skill to TOD. He
has been alongside for almost seven years and his publishing skills, linked with David
Farmer’s literacy skills, have led to a superb publication.
As well as this he has also managed to arrange the Annual Lecture speaker ( in 2007 he
even stepped in at the last moment and delivered the lecture – to general acclaim ! ).
During 2009, in response to Professor David Warner’s invitation, Dave researched the
school records for a plaque naming the various classrooms and lecture theatres in the now
Dynevor Campus of the Swansea Metropolitan University. A photo of the plaque, with a
schematic layout, can be found in TOD 15.
Whilst Dave bows out of the TOD publication, he continues with the production of the
website and we are sure that this will remain a magnificent source of information and
nostalgia.
Dave has a stock of back copies of TOD that he will be only too pleased to supply - 40p
each (plus postage).If you are interested in completing, or starting, a ‘collection’ why not
contact him for a quote for the total cost of your individual requirement. His details are
given on Page 20 in this edition. Earlier editions of the Journal are of course in limited
supply so they will be available on a first ordered, first reserved basis.

…

6. The Old Dy’vorian
CLASSROOM REMINISCENCES

Eric Thomas (1945)

After reading various articles in the TOD from former pupils about their memories of life
in the Old School, my mind turned to various things which happened during my time at
Dynevor which I found amusing.
During my First Year my French teacher was R.B.Morgan, ( affectionatly known as
‘Rubbo’ ) and at the start of each lesson he would say, “ Stand up all the boys who have
not done their ‘devoir’! ( homework ). Hardly anyone ever stood up but the plea became
quite monotonous. So much so that, as April 1st approached, it was unanimously agreed
that when the question regarding ‘devoir’ was asked , everyone would stand. We eagerly
awaited the appearance of RB in 2C and he duly appeared after morning break. But, what
do you think? – for the first time in the whole school year he did not ask the question !!
Many of the geography lessons given by Bryn Davies (Davo) during form three consisted
of drawing a map from the blackboard that had been expertly drawn, and while the pupils
carried out this ‘exhilarating’ exercise Davo would wander around the class, pausing from
time to time to practise his golf swing. I don’t know whose handicap was reduced!!
Also in Year 3 we were busy in the Woodwork Room on one occasion making some
‘joint’ or other – not the smoking variety – when one boy, working at a bench at the front
of the class, lost control of his chisel which flew past ‘Bud Abbot’ and became embedded
in the blackboard. I don’t know who was the most startled, the teacher or the pupil! ‘Bud’
disappeared into his stock room and re-appeared with a much better colour. What was in
there to fortify him ??!!
I always found Horace Griffiths (Nicknamed ‘Scruff’, although I never found out why?)
very amusing. As well as being a very good French teacher he always had some very
funny sayings such as: Doctor to patient – “Come into the insulting room and I’ll undress
you!” One of his amusing stories was told to illustrate ‘entusiasm’. It concerned a young
lad who was given a job at Kings’ Cross Station, ‘greasing the points on the track’. He
went out the first morning and they did not hear from him for three days, but then had a
‘phone call from Manchester – “ Please send more oil and rags!!”
There were several characters in Form 5. One such was Gerald Macdonald who was a
bugler in the Army Cadets, and was so attached to his bugle – which he carried around
everywhere in a wooden box – that I had the feeling that it would eventually have to be
surgically removed. He sat near the window on the second floor form-room overlooking
the yard and placed his bugle-box on the windowsill each day. Bill Evans, maths, turned
up for a lesson one day and although the ‘box’ was in its usual place Macdonald was not
in class. “Where’s Macdonald?” asked Bill Evans. “Absent” echoed the form to a man.
After a short time a loud bugle blast from the toilet across the yard. Bill Evans turned to
the boy sitting nearest the door and simply said, “Go and fetch Macdonald!!” Also in that
form was David Leontarris, who one day during an English lesson challenged Mr Bassett
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(Sam) to recite 20 lines from our Shakesperian play – Henry V – in return for a cigarette.
‘Sam’ asked DL what brand of ‘cigs’ he had, to which the reply was “Woodbines”. SB
retorted “ You get me a ‘Churchmans’ and I’ll do it!!” The ‘Churchmans’ never
appeared!!
One story, which came to me second-hand, concerned John Morris when he was in Upper
VI Arts. He was at ‘Rotherslade’ with his girlfriend one sunny Saturday afternoon when
Cyril Evans (Bunnie) appeared with his little girl, trouser legs rolled up, paddling at the
water’s edge. On relating the incident to his form-mates on Monday morning, it was
decide to form a ‘Guard of Honour’ with trouser legs rolled up when Bunnie arrived for a
History lesson. He walked, unsmilingly, through the guard to his desk, calmly turned to
John Morris and said, “That wasn’t a History book you had on your arm on Saturday,
Morris!” Touche!
A phrase, that always sticks in my mind, was uttered by Mr Ossie Morris who was
running a meeting of the ‘Lit & Deb Society’. A discussion was taking place and one
pupil was dominating the proceedings. ‘Ossie’ turned on him and said, “You are a
sophisticated juvenile, inebriated by the exuberance of your own verbosity!” that shut him
up and everybody else as well!!
Finally, whilst in the VIth form, a small number of us attended a Geology class with ‘Jop’
Jones. We teased him by spreading out all over the Geography Room awaiting his arrival,
whereupon he would sit at his desk and, without raising his eyes, he would appeal to us to
sit together near the front, thus forming a more homogeneous group. The teasing didn’t
last long; just time enough to satisfy ourselves.
When I think back, there were several of us in that group who entered the ‘teaching
profession’ and even became head-teachers. Would we have put up with that? I think not!
It was a case of ‘the poacher’ turning ‘the game-keeper’.
---------------------------------

Copy deadline for TOD 18, due out next February, will be Christmas Day (!)
– it’s never too early!
Send (in Word format if possible) to:
Peter Macpherson – Tel..01792 403268
Jim Waygood – Tel..01792 899019

petermacbarbican@gmail.com
j.waygood@btinternet.com

How about that article you were going to write? NOW IS THE TIME! Send it
to us!!!

8. The Old Dy’vorian
THE NEW WRISTWATCH – a short story

Grafton Maggs (1937)

(The following article was received earlier this year. As you can see, Grafton Maggs – its
author –started in 1937, which makes him about 84 and probably the oldest Old
Dyvorian. We decided to publish it in two distinct halves – the whole article is already on
the website –so do look out for the ‘suite et fin ’ in TOD 18 )
On a beautiful Saturday morning in July, I sat by my father on the Mumbles Train, barely
able to contain my excitement as we rolled and swayed our way to Swansea. He was
keeping his side of a bargain, struck three years before, when I was a nine year old pupil
in Mr. Raymond Bradshaw’s class, Oystermouth Council School.

Earlier in the week, pince-nezed Headmaster, Arthur Ivor Davies had sailed into
Standard Seven, clutching a sheaf of papers. Looking over the top of his glasses, he
gave a nod and a smile as he approached the resigned and amicable form teacher, Mr
Gibbs.
“Excuse me, Mr. Gibbs! May I address your class for a few moments?”
Mr. Gibbs nodded assent.
“Your attention! I have here the results of the 1937 Scholarship Examinations for
entrance to the Secondary Schools!”
An ice cold clamp, encircled my heart. I had failed this exam the previous year and this
was my last chance to move on to a higher education. Failure meant staying in standard
seven, vegetating for another two years, until fourteen and then leaving to find a job
somewhere in Mumbles. Not easy in those difficult times.
“The following have been successful:
George Stell,…. Richard Davies… Bernhard Hullin,…. Leighton Warmington Jones….
and then, unbelievably… Grafton Maggs! I caught my breath. Ossie Sanguin sitting
behind me, sportingly patted me on the back. Seven boys had made it (and six girls, too).
Mr A.I. Davies continued,
“Congratulations! Your names will now go on the Honours Board in the Hall. Come
to my office during playtime for the necessary papers. As I say every year, my sympathy
goes to those of you who did not pass, most of you deserved to.”
With those parting words, this thoughtful and kind man revealed his awareness of the
unfair system that prevailed at that time and the plight in which most of his pupils
invariably found themselves every year. Selfishly, however, my head was buzzing with
the joy of my own success and I had little thought for those of my friends who had been
less fortunate. It was not until reaching maturity, many years later, that I appreciated the
gross unfairness of it all.
That year, seven boys went on to higher education. The remaining thirty to forty did
not. All by virtue of success or failure in one three hour examination.
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Clutching a flimsy piece of paper, I was allowed to go home, bearing the good tidings.
There was one duty, however, that had to be performed before leaving and along with a
number of the other successful pupils, I called in to standard six, Evan Davies’ class. It
was the dedication and superb teaching of this man that had given me the knowledge
necessary to break into the grammar school tier. He went beyond the academic and taught
way of life which became a permanent legacy and an inspiration. The very least that I
could do was to see this good man and stammer out my thanks.
There was the expected hysterical reaction of my mother, who embraced me in a gorillalike hug, cracking several ribs and dislocating three thoracic vertebrae, all the time
weeping like a victorious Miss World. My father was phoned and, thank goodness, was
controlled, proferring a manly, “Well done, son!” before breaking down, sobbing.
In 1934, whilst idling away my time in Mr. Bradshaw’s class, my parents had tried
valiantly to stimulate within me some sort of mental activity and as a last resort had tried
bribes. I had been promised a wonderful gift if I passed “the Scholarship”. We haggled. I
wanted a Raleigh “Golden Arrow” bike from Dan Morgan’s, they didn’t. So! It was
compromise time, a wristwatch now if I passed and later that bike- provided, I got a
Double First at Brasenose, Oxford, followed by a PhD and a visiting professorship at
Yale. At the time, I did not quite understand the full significance of this verbal contract
and, although agreeing, I was suspicious. I realised, years later that I had been conned
which just shows that there are times when you can’t even trust your old man.
Anyway, here I was on the train, off to get that promised watch – to be continued
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: this article is published by kind permission of Rev Keith Evans,
Vicar of All Saints’ Parish Church, Oystermouth.
-------------------------------------

PRESENTATION

Photo : Rob Mitchell

David Farmer is thanked on behalf of all Old Dyvorians by the President David
Dickinson for his massive contribution to the Association and TOD.

10. The Old Dy’vorian
GEOGRAPHY TRIPS REMEMBERED

John L. Davies ( 1952 )

“A geography trip! The morn dawned clear and fine,
The bus moved off with a high pitched whine,
Like a mighty bumble-bee,
Taking us to Geography …”
Thus began a poem which I was moved to write for our School Magazine after a Sixth
Form Geography trip to the Black Mountains, with the splendidly inspiring Graham Jones
(known to all as Jop for reasons buried in the mists of antiquity). I submitted it (despite
some scathing criticisms from Chris Edwards) to the School Magazine – but it was never
actually published. This rejection put me off poetry for months. Looking back, I now
quite understand why!
Geography trips – which usually included Geology students (because they had hammers)
– were epic events, immensely enjoyable, hugely illuminating and inspiring in terms of an
appreciation of one’s native land, of skills and knowledge acquired, and, if the truth be
known, for generally mucking about (but at an appropriately sophisticated level). We
normally assembled in a bizarre assortment of garbs; odd hats; and totally inappropriate
footwear for trudging over rocks, crags and peat-bogs. Ray Mears would not have
approved. Mums had concocted various gastronomic delights for the rucksack, including
a selection of tomato and cheese sandwiches in different degrees of sogginess, vibrant
pork pies with delectable jelly (this was before the EU had outlawed gelatine as a
delicacy) and crisps from Smiths of Fforestfach and there was a wide spectrum of
beverages. Lads from Sketty and the Uplands usually secreted flagons of Truman’s in
their persons; those of a more Calvinist persuasion from Morriston or Manselton self
righteously swigged Dandelion and Burdock (Corona’s finest, I might add). How did
these drinking preferences evolve over the lifetime of the drinker, I wonder ?
The destinations of field trips included Lavernock Point off Penarth (for the red and green
marls which apparently were the foundations for George Clements’ splendid wickets at
St. Helens and on which the great Don Shepherd worked his magic), Bishopton Valley
and Pwll Du (for the dry river valley, longshore drift and pebble beach), Craig Cefn Parc
(for the incised meander and marginal land utilisation); Cribarth above Craig y Nos (for
the sheep farming and the eroded anticline – very reminiscent of Jop’s balding pate); and
Llangadog (for trilobites and dairy farming). Various natural and man-made wonders
were patiently explained to us whilst certain citizens (from Cockett, as I recall),
nefariously opened farm gates behind Jop’s back, thereby releasing large numbers of
sheep into vicinities where sheep should really not be – with dire consequences.
Llangadog was particularly memorable, as after a long period of frenzied battering of
unsuspecting rocks by hammers of different denominations, there emerged a whole
battalion of trilobites to Jop’s great excitement. I collected about twenty large and
impressive specimens of these fossils (worth a small fortune these days) and proudly
stored them in a box under the stairs at home, to be brought out and admired at regular
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intervals on the kitchen table. One vacation, returning from Aber, I was mortified and
furious to discover that Mam had chucked the “old rocks” away. Matricide seemed to be a
very appealing proposition at that time, but I somehow resisted the urge. No doubt
archaeologists and geologists in centuries to come will discover my beloved fossils in some
long forgotten landfill site – and will propound some theory that trilobites were indeed alive
and well in twentieth century Swansea.
After the trilobite frenzy, certain boys unerringly had found a country pub (the Gwyn Arms)
during the lunch break (to Jop’s earnest consternation in his “in loco parentis” role). I wrote
in my ill-fated poem
“Boldly he strode into the Inn,
Calling offenders from that place of sin,
Out they came with heads bowed low,
And to the driver he said, “I mean, let’s go!”
The aforementioned boys (from Sketty, I suspect) exacted a subtle retribution on Jop by
“accidentally” treading on his brown trilby, which had mysteriously found its way into a peaty
hollow. I wrote
“Everybody was laughing at
Mr. Jones’ brown felt hat
‘Oh, I mean, don’t step on it, lad!’
For ‘twas the only one he had”.
It was never Jop’s intention that Geography trips should be a jolly, though they were
undoubtedly very pleasurable … we were actually expected to take notes and write them up
afterwards – even in the rain. Jop was not an apostle of the spoon-feeding philosophy of
pedagogy. He expected us – in class also – to convert his spontaneous and elegaic
outpourings on the hoof into systematic notes for subsequent examination. Whilst initially
bewildering, (compared with the page by page dictation of Dick Evans), this was a superb
preparation for later life; for listening, abstracting, classifying and synthesising. This, I guess
is what much of life actually is. Still, this advanced cerebral activity was rather difficult to do
in a drizzle, standing on Lavernock Point!
There are so many other tales to be told, dear friends – of the idiot (me) who mistook
mudstone for basalt in Bracelet Bay … Curtis was not amused; of Clive Grenfell falling down
a large hole in the drybed of Bishopston Valley, ostensibly trying to locate the underground
river; of the literally mysterious holy silence on the top of Cribarth, where one sensed the
Great Creator was certainly nearby. No doubt Moses had also experienced this sensation, in a
far more epic manifestation on Mount Sinai.
These were the days, of course, before the Health and Safety czars pursued their dread
mission of minimising our enjoyment and excitement. I suppose that in some forgotten part
of the kingdom geography trips do still occur. I do hope so, because they constituted unique
formative experiences for us all – to laugh, to look, to interpret, to learn … but, above all, to
wonder.

12. The Old Dy’vorian
Copy of Letter from WSEvans to Terry Shorrock (1941)
( …You will remember that, in TOD 16, Noel Blows wrote an article on WS Evans and
referred to letters received by Terry Shorrock. Here is the first of them and you can also
view them all on the website…)
NEW ZEALAND, December 11, 1991.
Dear Terry,
I have sufficiently recovered from the shock of receiving your so welcome letter and photo. I
really feel highly honoured by your remembering me after all these years.
I picked out about 15 old boys in the group. The biggest surprise was the letter writer himself.
What happened to that beautiful shock of curly hair on the top of your head?
One of the biggest surprises was Joe Kean. He looks and probably is a highly respectable
gentleman. He was rather “rough” at school. Hickman and Seacombe should have been
together. They always were at school.
I have a feeling that Malcolm Erikson helped me considerably when we submitted items for
the Maths exhibition in School Hobbies. So here is my list of those I recognise: Joe Kean,
David Williams, Tom Williams (who was in the same group as Bernard Preedy, I believe),
Bob Nener, David Horn, Bob Howells, John Bowen, Mansel Seacombe, Malcolm Erikson,
Terry Shorrock, Cliff Waghorn, C. (Scruf) Lewis, Dai Davies, Hywel Williams, John
Hopkins, Horace Phillips, Alan Hickman, Harry Trew, Brian Mathews.
Perhaps you could pass my kindest regards to the whole bunch, and perhaps to Bernard
Preedy who was absent for the photo. I believe there was a younger Preedy and I am
wondering whether I taught him. As you can imagine the photo brings back so many
memories, so many recollections; so many participations in various events during a typical
school year. I am thinking of the St. David’s Day eisteddfod; the Hobbies competitions;
Morning Services; and eventually, the Prizegiving at the Brangwyn Hall (certainly in the years
before I emigrated to N.Z. in 1962). I can certainly remember, not with total satisfaction I may
add, my joining the orchestra “playing” the Double Bass – the largest instrument, for probably
the shortest member of the staff. Others in that “galaxy” were a) your old, very true friend,
Graham Gregory on the cello; b) Cec. McGivan on the oboe; c) Eric Yates on the clarinet –
with so many bubbles and squeaks emanating from the instrument; dear old Hughson on the
piano and one boy Rangeforth (??) (I am not sure of his name – was it RANGECROFT?) who
had a very individualistic method of playing the cello. He would move his bow backwards and
forwards in time with the music, but as so often happened, his bow would remain one inch
(2.54cm) above and away from the strings.
Good old days! I still recall them with a warm heart, and with so much pleasure. I may have
missed some whom I should have known, as from 1941-1944, I was teaching Maths at the
Grammar School – up the hill.
As you can imagine, I recall the cricket teams very well; I coached them from 1930 to 1956 –
and I still have an occasional letter or Christmas card from Dai Knoyle, who captained the
team in 1933 – that is nearly 60 years ago!! By the way about 8 or 9 ex Dy’vorian masters
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meet at Littlewoods every Monday morning, so if you strolled around there one Monday,
you might recognise some of them. Do call on them.As for yourself, I remember you so
well, as a very cheerful, smiling and capable pupil. What happened to you after your
Varsity days?
As for myself, I taught in Dynevor, then, on an impulse, after reading an advertisement in
the Times Educational Journal for a Maths master wanted in N.Z. – a place I always
wanted to visit, very briefly was appointed Head of Mathematics at Hamilton Boys’ High
School, and so, on 6 September 1962 my wife and I, and two daughters set off for N.Z. –
a move, I might say, we have never regretted.
When I first saw the school surrounded by 2 huge playing fields, I recalled Dynevor in
the middle of the town, with not a blade of grass to be seen, and to play cricket or rugby
or any other game except “fives”, we had to take a bus up to windy Townhill.
We remained in Hamilton until 1990 – having retired from full time teaching in 1971, and moved to our present home in SUNNY NELSON, as it is rightly called. The main
reason being that one of our daughters had lived here for about 12 years. I retired in 1971
when I was 65 years of age, and I know you will not need a computer to let you know
that in 15 years time, I am hoping to receive a personal card from the Queen (Diana?)
We do really experience the most beautiful weather here. Bowling, which occupies a
great deal of my wife’s and my time. We play throughout the winter on a synthetic green.
Just one final word about Graham Gregory, for whom, I know you had the highest
admiration, as so many other people had: you knew he died about 3 years ago.
Many times after he came to Dynevor in 1935, he asked me to his home to listen to his
classical records, for which we both had a great love. He was away in (Scotland?) during
the war – chemical stuff? –and we met occasionally after the war and then, when I was
appointed conductor of the Swansea Youth Orchestra, Graham was there, with Graham
Jones (Viola) and his brother, Cyril Jones, (Clarinet).
You must be tired of my ill-composed letter, but here’s wishing you a very happy
Christmas, and my love to all the old gang.
W.S.Evans
P.S. 2 of those in the photo, of course, I knew very well – Spencer Jenkins and Ellis
Emmanuel. Sorry to hear that the wives are not very well. I also knew Ellis’s wife very
well – same chapel etc.
Once again I am so grateful that you got in touch with me via my cousin’s sons, Alan &
Les Thomas. Perhaps you can sometime enlighten me on your life after Dynevor and
possibly biographies (thumbnail sketches) of Keane, Seacombe, Hickman, Hywel
Williams and any of the others. No panic for an early answer but I would be interested to
know, or even if they write to me of their careers.
More WS Evans Letters can be found on http:// www:dynevorrevisited.co.uk
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REFLECTION

Graham Davies (1944)

THE ROAD NOT TAKEN ( a poem by David Frost)
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveller, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
The took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear:
Though as for that, the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I –
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.
“The poem touched me in a way I can’t really explain, but I know that it has” (a
schoolboy)

“The road not taken” is probably David Frost’s most famous poem. In a recent series
in “The Spectator” it was included amongst the “40 poems you should know”. It is
the most oft-quoted of Robert Frost’s work.
The poem is about the choices we make in life. During our lifetime at some point we have
to make difficult decisions. Certainly many of us have made such decisions in respect of a
chosen career; difficult choices which have influenced our subsequent careers. It allows
the reader to reflect on what were crucial moments in our lives.
On a level surface then, Frost seems to be saying that we all have to take responsibility
for our own lives. The poem is seen as an expression of individualism.. I made the
decision to take a certain road - “I took the road less travelled”. Something we can all
empathise with when looking back. Most readers interpret it in this way.
However, the poem has incredible levels of ambiguity. When asked about the poem, Frost
replied archly, “It’s tricky. It’s a tricky poem”. The last two lines are difficult,
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I took the one less travelled by

And that has made all the difference

The comment of the schoolboy is apposite. The poem does indeed touch us, and this
effect is difficult to explain. We can enjoy the poem on a surface level and link it to
our lives. But the last two lines are deliberately ambiguous. Like the schoolboy, the
poem touches us in a way we can’t explain – we can’t say why. It is this ambiguity
that gives the poem a greater richness which justifies its inclusion in a list of “poems
we should know”.
---------------------------------ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY TO BE NEXT PRESIDENT

As announced by David Dickinson at the Annual Dinner in May, Dr. Rowan
Williams (1961), has accepted our invitation to the Presidency of the Old
Dy’vorians for 2011/12.
He will preside over next year’s Dinner, which will be held at Swansea
University, at 6.30pm for 7.30pm on Friday, 25 March, 2011. The price will
be £27 and will include the cost of the raffle.
There is sure to be great demand for tickets for this auspicious occasion, so we
recommend your EARLY APPLICATION to the Secretary using the booking
form enclosed with this edition..
The Archbishop is the senior Bishop of the worldwide Anglican Communion
and occupies the see of Canterbury, founded by St. Augustine in 597.
----------------------------------

OBITUARIES
We regret to announce the recent death of a much-loved and valued Old Dy’vorian,
George Hounsell. Many attended his funeral, where eloquent tributes were paid by
the Vicar of Pontardulais, John Walters and Iorrie Mort, former Dynevor Teacher and
colleague.
Note : Death is an unfortunate fact of life. A number of Old Dy’vorians have died
recently, including, for example, Horace Phillips, Barry Harding and Lord Flowers.
It would be impossible, in a journal of this nature, to publish an obituary of each. It
has been agreed, therefore, that in future we shall publish brief details in TOD and
place a fuller version on the Website. Please send us details of any deaths you are
aware of, - we will do the rest. May they rest in peace.
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MEMORIES OF STUTTGART 1955.

David Morgan (1953)

Having enjoyed the 1954 visit to Utrecht and wishing to keep on the good side of
Geography teacher Mr Richard Evans (Dick), a number of us signed up for the next trip
to Stuttgart, Germany which included a trip through Switzerland, Italy and Austria. Dick
Evans was accompanied by his wife and also the Head, Glan Powell and his wife.
Two incidents remain clearly in my mind in relation to that visit.
First, maybe in Northern Italy, the trip was somewhat delayed as the police had been
called to an unfortunate incident. One of the locals had dressed up in a bear’s outfit for
the benefit of visiting tourists to exercise their photographic skills. Unfortunately, one of
our party allegedly kicked the bear up the backside and the police were called.
But the incident that really sticks in my mind took place in Germany. Barrie Harding,
who sadly recently died, suggested that some of us meet up in Stuttgart to take in a film
and sample some German beers. John Barber and I were not staying in Stuttgart but in
Waiblingen, some miles away. Between Waiblingen and Stuttgart was another town
called Bad Cannstatt.
The evening went well, the film the like of which we had not seen in a Swansea cinema,
and we were relaxing - aged 15 - in a Stuttgart bar sampling the German beer !!
Barrie, who had only been studying German for a year, struck up a conversation with one
of the local drinkers. This was only 10 years after the end of the War and the family with
whom I was staying had lost their father, who was a leading Nazi , as he had been shot by
the Russians at the end of the war. I never found out what Barrie had said to his fellow
drinker, but he pulled out a knife and seemed intent on killing the three of us !!
We ran for our lives out of the bar and into the darkness of Stuttgart. It was fine for Barrie
as he was staying in Stuttgart but when John and myself eventually reached the train
station we had missed our train and the time was approaching midnight.
John and I, with not a word of German between us, walked the platforms pointing at
trains saying Waiblingen? Waiblingen ? Eventually, a friendly German said ‘ Ja
Warblingen ’ and we boarded the train.
I remarked to John that we had never been on such a posh train on our trips between
Warblingen and Stuttgart, but we sat down and the train started. We were soon on our feet
as Bad Cannstatt approached and the train went straight through. John said ‘if it didn’t
stop at Bad Cannstatt, it isn’t going to stop at Warblingen’
The lights of Warblingen approached as we stood with noses stuck to the windows.
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The train thundered through the station. I looked at John and I pulled the communication
cord ( John insists that it was me who pulled the cord !!! ). As the train stopped we
jumped out into a field and made our way across more fields to join the road between the
station and the small town.

Our host, Hartmann Shaeffer, seemed to have guessed what had happened as he had
stood at the station and caught up with us on the road where he gave us a right
German telling off.
This story was never told until now - for obvious reasons !!!
------------------------------------------------------

PIC FROM THE PAST

The ODA Annual Dinner 1953
Submitted by Peter Hopkins (1948)

Do you recognise anyone in the above photo? We would love to hear from you. Our
own memories and other enquiries have revealed the following,
Front : Bernard McInerney, Glan Powell, Rev Leslie Norman, Wilf Wooller, Bryn
Thomas, Sir William Jenkins, Albert Hopkins ( Peter’s father).
In the crowd behind : Bill Perrins, CA Jones ( Tojo), WS (Bill) Evans, Wilfred Higgs
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FOR THE HISTORY BOOKS…

Stuart Winks (1951)

( As the two Daves retire from actively producing TOD, it is appropriate for two
stalwarts who attended the famous July 2002 meeting to record some impressions for
posterity… )
It is doubtful whether there has been a more dramatic day in the life of our Association
than the outcome of that gathering. Twenty four hours later, Dynevor school would be no
more. At the end of the day, judging by the many conversations which had taken place,
stimulating memories by the score, we were delighted to find that our exit straw poll
suggested that most of those there had been ‘moved by the occasion’.
Having in mind that we had relied on common sense methodologies, we believed that the
data we had would provide us with sensible material which could be relied upon.
Fortunately, we were delighted to have the willing support of the South Wales Evening
Post at a crucial time before the final day. During the week before the final meeting, the
paper carried a photo of one of Bobby Roberts’ choirs which attracted a large number of
letters from former choristers. Nostalgia was a common complaint and pupils who met up
for the first time in many years indulged in its benefits. Had we been privy to the
decisions which were soon to be made by local government officers, we might have rid
our minds of our concerns. In the event, even had we employed a professional marketing
consultant, it is arguable that we could not have been more successful. Indeed, their
results could well have been worse than ours.
--------------------

……and more from….

Bill Perrins (1943)

I was there because of a telephone call I had received from Peter Macpherson ( now
editor of TOD). He wanted me to know that two skips had been deposited in the school
yard. Apparently, these skips were there for the site manger to clear everything. That
information was vital as far as we were concerned, though as Professor Joad would have
said –‘It all depends what you mean by everything’.
I telephoned Stuart Winks, who was at that time the Hon Secretary of the ODA to let him
know that we had an important task to perform, with the objective of stopping archive
material from being consigned to the skips. Happily, although we were ready to fight our
corner, it was not necessary to do so, because the site manager soon banished our worries.
The skips were to be filled with junk, whilst the headmaster’s study was packed to the
gunnels with exactly the range of items in which we had interest. When we entered the
‘Beak’s’ room we found cups, books, photographs and much else.
After our initial inspection of the material, I found myself staring at a large board upon
which were mounted photographs of each form in 1932. I knew that my brother had been
in the school at that time and I scanned the photos for sometime until I found his smiling
face. Then, fighting back the tears, I just about held my own. I had not seen him since
1939 enjoying his last leave before being posted to join the 14th Army in the Far East. No
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one in our family had seen the classroom photograph. I have often thought how lucky I
was to have been included in Peter Macpherson’s contacts whom he telephoned that day.
Later that afternoon, as those who had attended must have been beginning to think about
going home, the numbers there seemed to be wanting to avoid saying goodbye and
maintained their presence. It was then that David Farmer questioned the audience
about the ODA having a journal. He urged those who were already members (of the
ODA) to keep in touch and those that were not members to join. The audience thought
that the idea of a journal was a good one and, following this positive reaction, David
promised that he would test the viability of this idea with the ODA committee. He
thought that it would be approved. We have now published 16 issues – this is TOD 17.
-----------------------------------

A NEW ‘GENERATION ’ ! OVER TO YOU !

Left – Right: Dave Tovey and David Farmer hand over the reins of TOD to Peter
Macpherson and JimWaygood

Have you got that article ready yet ?? SEND IT TO US – NOW!!
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BOOK THIS DATE!!!!
OLD DYVORIANS ANNUAL LECTURE 2010
Wednesday 13th October 2010 at 7.30pm (Refreshments at 6.30pm)
Samuel Roberts Lecture Theatre, Dynevor Centre for Art,Design & Media
Swansea Metropolitan University
Dr Brian Williams, Professor Emeritus,Aberdeen University

“Rivers, Rocks, Reservoirs and Oil”
WEBSITE – ‘dynevor revisited’ – worth a look !
A mine of information, history, photographs, etc can be seen on the Old Dyvorian
Website which can be accessed at http://www.dynevorrevisited.co.uk . Webmaster Dave
Tovey is always looking for new information and any items or questions you have that
can add to the site should be sent to Dave at davetovey01@onetel.com .
MEMBERSHIP – help wanted !

Over 150 new members have joined in the past 18 months and we have now
reached a total of over 400 members. Noel is actively engaged in recruitment
and if you know of anyone who wants to join please urge them to get in touch
with him. His contact details are below
How to get and keep in touch :
Secretary: Clem Williams
16 Norton Road, Mumbles, Swansea, SA3 5TQ
Treasurer: Stephen Way
9 Croftfield Crescent, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UL

dcw43@tiscali.co.uk
Tel : 01792 405611
stevepw@talktalk.net
Tel: 01792 361992

Editor: Peter Macpherson
petermacbarbican@gmail.com
9, Willowbrook Gardens, Mayals, Swansea, SA3 5EB
Tel: 01792 403268
Assistant Editor/Production: Jim Waygood
8, Pen-y-Cae Lane , Loughor, Swansea, SA4 6RX
Webmaster: Dave Tovey
43 Cecil Road, Gowerton, Swansea, SA4 3DF

j.waygood@btinternet.com
Tel: 01792 899019
davetovey01@onetel.com
Tel: 01792 873334

Recruitment Officer: Noel Blows
noelblows@btinternet.com
Fermain, 38 Summerland Lane, Newton, Swansea, SA3 4UJ
Tel: 01792 368768

